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Executive Summary

At A Glance

Number of participants: 1800
Age Range: 14-36
Location: multiple states in the US

Setting: Group, 1-1, Self-Paced
Timeframe: May 2020 - April 2022
Products: Essentials & Pro

Money Experience set out to create engaging, effective financial literacy programs that connect
with participants on an individual level. The company created the Essentials and Professional
programs, which include a life simulator and graphic novel, and a bespoke method of measuring
and reporting outcomes. In March 2021, Money Experience released a case study using data from
800 anonymized participants that confirmed the Essentials program was successful in carrying out
the Money Experience mission.

This updated case study, published April 2022, includes data from an additional 1000 participants,
bringing the total data pool to 1800 participants and includes data from participants using the
Professional product. The findings of this case study are that the outcomes of both programs are
consistent with the findings of the 2021 case study and that Essentials and Professional continue to
be successful in carrying out the Money experience mission.

The Case Study
Money Experience Inc. was founded with the mission to create financial education programs that
increase understanding of big financial concepts while engaging with participants on an
individualized level.  The personal finance programs designed by the Money Experience team are
divided into 10 units that cover the whole arc of life decisions. Using a graphic novel featuring
relatable characters and an immersive life simulator, Money Experience courses take a personalized
approach to financial education by focusing on quality of life, personal priorities, and helping
students gain perspective on how their lifestyle and financial choices will impact their futures.

This case study set out to measure the efficacy of the Money Experience Essentials, designed to be
used by participants aged 14 - 24, and Professional, designed to be used by participants aged 18 -
36. Using the reporting tools and pre/post assessment built into the programs, the goal of the case
study is to measure the results of the programs and to confirm their alignment with the original
Money Experience mission.
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To evaluate the efficacy of the Essentials and Professional programs, the Money
Experience team selected 1866 anonymized participants at random from the 2020/2021/2022
participant pool and reviewed the self-reported data from their experiences.

Challenges

Engagement: the Money Experience team was primarily concerned with engaging participants and
connecting with them on an individual basis. While it was also important to provide
straightforward implementation methods, the participants and their results were the primary
concern. To optimize for engagement, the team needed a format that connects with tech-native
participants on their own ground and allows them to make individual decisions based on their
personal priorities. Existing formats for financial literacy programs, such as worksheets, powerpoint
presentations, and click-through video seminars, did not meet these requirements, so the Money
Experience team created a unique life simulator with a chat-based interface that includes a graphic
novel to provide participants with emotional context around big financial decisions.

Diversity and Accessibility : while many articles and studies1 have argued that financial literacy is a
fundamental element of diversity and inclusion initiatives, the team found few existing financial
literacy programs have sought to represent varied backgrounds or to demonstrate an awareness of
individual abilities and circumstances. In response to this need, the Money Experience team set a
goal during the research and development phase for Essentials and Professional to avoid
prescriptive financial advice that assumed any specific access to funds, income, knowledge, or
background. Essentials and Professional instead focus on experiential learning in a simulated
environment where participants can choose to create scenarios that resemble (in broad strokes)
those they might encounter in their own, individual lives.

In the simulator, all participants begin on equal footing. Each individual ranks their own life
priorities, and their quality of life is measured by how their financial decisions align with those
personal priorities, a mechanism that allows participants from different backgrounds and cultures
to explore options more freely. The very broad set of options in educational, career, and life choices

1 Examples of these articles and studies include:
https://www.benefitnews.com/opinion/why-diversity-and-inclusion-initiatives-need-financial-wellness
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/whats-behind-the-financial-literacy-gender-gap-these-academics-both
-male-and-female-found-one-answer-11620068977#:~:text=One%2Dthird%20of%20the%20financial,forc
ed%20to%20give%20an%20answer.
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://www.academia.edu/download/53396155/The_political_
economy_of_education__financial_literacy_and_the_racial_wealth_gap.pdf&hl=en&sa=X&ei=nkhgYuLhL
9-Vy9YPs66ekAk&scisig=AAGBfm1CwAVnqDMoVdSnEsQlwt4t0tgnfw&oi=scholarr

https://www.benefitnews.com/opinion/why-diversity-and-inclusion-initiatives-need-financial-wellness
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/whats-behind-the-financial-literacy-gender-gap-these-academics-both-male-and-female-found-one-answer-11620068977#:~:text=One%2Dthird%20of%20the%20financial,forced%20to%20give%20an%20answer
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/whats-behind-the-financial-literacy-gender-gap-these-academics-both-male-and-female-found-one-answer-11620068977#:~:text=One%2Dthird%20of%20the%20financial,forced%20to%20give%20an%20answer
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/whats-behind-the-financial-literacy-gender-gap-these-academics-both-male-and-female-found-one-answer-11620068977#:~:text=One%2Dthird%20of%20the%20financial,forced%20to%20give%20an%20answer
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://www.academia.edu/download/53396155/The_political_economy_of_education__financial_literacy_and_the_racial_wealth_gap.pdf&hl=en&sa=X&ei=nkhgYuLhL9-Vy9YPs66ekAk&scisig=AAGBfm1CwAVnqDMoVdSnEsQlwt4t0tgnfw&oi=scholarr
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://www.academia.edu/download/53396155/The_political_economy_of_education__financial_literacy_and_the_racial_wealth_gap.pdf&hl=en&sa=X&ei=nkhgYuLhL9-Vy9YPs66ekAk&scisig=AAGBfm1CwAVnqDMoVdSnEsQlwt4t0tgnfw&oi=scholarr
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://www.academia.edu/download/53396155/The_political_economy_of_education__financial_literacy_and_the_racial_wealth_gap.pdf&hl=en&sa=X&ei=nkhgYuLhL9-Vy9YPs66ekAk&scisig=AAGBfm1CwAVnqDMoVdSnEsQlwt4t0tgnfw&oi=scholarr
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that are available for all participants in the simulator also provides greater
exposure to participants of varied socio-economic backgrounds to choices that they may not
otherwise be exposed to.

In addition, the characters represented in the Money Experience graphic novels have been created
with careful emphasis not to conform to any stereotypes and include stories from a variety of
backgrounds, where characters make hard decisions based on the opportunities they have available
to them.

Finally, while Money Experience products are careful to adhere to the most up to date requirements
for accessibility on the technical side2, it was also important to the team that the learning process
felt natural and accessible to all types of learners. To enable all participants to have relatively
equal experiences during the program, the team chose to move the quantitative elements of the
process into the backend of the life simulator. The side panel in the simulator, known as the
“wallet”, allows Money Experience participants to view the financial outcomes of their decisions
without making the calculations themselves. Participants who are comfortable with or have a high
level of understanding of mathematics can dig deeper into these outcomes with the assistance of
their facilitator and the corresponding curriculum if they so choose.

Measuring Outcomes: in order to measure results, Money Experience needed to include a new
method of measurement or make use of an existing one before and after use of the life simulator. A
study from the University of Nebraska3 published in 2016, the year before Money Experience was
founded, showed that the method used in the 2012 National Financial Capability Study of giving
participants “financial literacy score” had proven to have little to no relationship to participants'
long-term financial outcomes. Given this information, the Money Experience team decided to create
and test a new evaluation tool, unique to the Money Experience program, rather than relying on
external forms of measurement already in existence. The team tested three versions of the pre and
post assessment tool with separate groups of participants before finalizing the version used to
gather the data for this case study.

Implementation and impact: though financial literacy legislation is slowly increasing nationwide,
there is still a lack of clarity regarding where financial literacy fits into the educational system and

3https://gflec.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Wagner-Jamie-and-Walstad-William-The-Effects-of-Financi
al-Education-on-Short-term-and-....-FINAL.pdf

2 For a full list of our accessibility capabilities, please refer to the following Voluntary Product Accessibility
document:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TOtWOjQ26L0iuN16Qusy095CeQBjMt4K_cw3bihHEBE/edit?us
p=sharing

https://gflec.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Wagner-Jamie-and-Walstad-William-The-Effects-of-Financial-Education-on-Short-term-and-....-FINAL.pdf
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who should provide funding for programs. As of 2022, it is most frequently offered
or sponsored by government organizations, educational institutions, nonprofit organizations,
employers, and financial institutions. As a result, Money Experience needed to ensure that both
Essentials and Professional were able to be implemented in many different environments with
varying amounts of time to dedicate to the program. The programs also needed flexible levels of
facilitator time and to provide the opportunity to quickly reach large populations. To offer
maximum flexibility, the Money Experience team ensured there was enough information built into
the life simulator itself to provide participants with a robust program, regardless of whether or not
they had access to any corresponding facilitator time. The team also created multiple forms of
curricula to go with the life simulators, so sponsors and facilitators could adapt the program to
whatever amount of time they had available. Lastly, it was ensured that the program was accessible
on a browser from all device types.

Results
Engagement: feedback from participants and facilitators (included below, in the Measuring
Outcomes section) gathered in a survey provided at the end of the program, as well as completion
rates reported in the simulator, indicate very high levels of engagement. When asked to rate the
program on a scale of 1 - 10 after completion, facilitators, administrators, and participants gave the
Essentials and Pro programs an average score of 8 out of 10. There have also been frequent
instances reported of participants resetting and completing the simulator multiple times after their
initial program ended (simulator licenses are active for each participant for 365 days), indicating a
very high level of engagement.

In the life simulator, participants are able to have completely individualized outcomes with over 3.6
million potential combinations available in the personalized quality of life chart. They set their
personal priorities at the beginning of each of the 9 life phases and make decisions based on those
personalized priorities. The feedback included in the Measuring Outcomes section below indicates
this experience has been hugely successful in connecting with participants on an individual level.
The Money Experience Team continues to run focus groups in addition to reviewing and acting on
feedback provided by participants, sponsors, and facilitators to ensure maximum levels of
engagement with the program.

Measuring Outcomes
The results from the pre and post assessment, built into the Money Experience simulator and
displayed in the charts below this paragraph, showed a marked improvement in the participants’
self-reported understanding of big financial concepts after the program was complete. As shown in
the additional data available in the Survey Response Data Detail, 78% of the participants said they
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were now likely or very likely to have serious conversations about finances with
friends, family, or an advisor, indicating a high level of engagement in the topic. In addition, 99% of
participants reported an increased understanding of the importance of how decisions made in early
adulthood affect long term financial wellbeing. Finally, many participants included positive written
reviews of the program, some of which are included at the end of this section.

Selected Examples of Participant Feedback

“I like that it offered current and relevant information. I also liked that it was in text
(chat) mode to effectively catch younger individuals' attention. It was very
interactive.” - facilitator

“That life choices and priorities were interlinked in a clear visual way with lots of
options.” - college student

“It gave me greater insight on how setting up savings, 401k, and credit is so
important.” - Professional participant
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“There were many different options so I could really imagine what my life
might look like rather than simulating a life I know I would never have or want.” -
college student

“I liked going through all the “steps” of life and breaking down the big topics.
Things I’ve never had to think about and wouldn’t have, had I not gone through this
simulation.” - high school student

“I think it is geared towards younger people and has options for changing scenarios
which makes it well suited for college students. Many young people do not listen to
this type of conversation so the course keeps them engaged.” - college student

“I loved the little story time of different characters I was able to follow along with
throughout the simulator.” - high school student

“I liked how you could really customize your experience and create a very realistic
simulator. It was very informative and worthwhile, and I learned lots of valuable
info.” - high school student

“I liked being able to switch up my priorities every 10-15 years or so because they
definitely changed a lot as I got older.” - college student

“I liked how you got to see how your spending habits affected your budget and even
the quality of life. It's hard to imagine all of the costs that come with living on your
own and being an adult and this simulation helped open my eyes to what it entails.”
- high school student

“I learned about myself and how I'm going to save money in the future.” - high
school student

“I liked learning new terms and having a real experience of how finances could work
in my life.” - high school student

“I liked the number of options you had to choose from in terms of the different
aspects of one's life.” - high school student
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“I liked the interaction and the ease/simplicity of it. It was a lot of fun and I
got to learn a lot of information.” - high school student

“It was cool to create a simulated life to learn how money works” - Professional
participant

After completing Money Experience Essentials
Participants were asked to assess their own understanding of the relationships between concepts:

Implementation and Impact: participants in this study were offered the program in varying formats.
It was successfully offered in classes, workshops, counseling sessions, and as an online resource.
Sponsors have been able to assist with the facilitation of programs as desired and participating
organizations include all the major categories involved in financial education: government
organizations, educational institutions, nonprofit organizations, employers,  and financial
institutions. Current partners from some of these categories include:

● The Massachusetts Treasurer’s Office of Economic Empowerment (government organization)
- partners with Money Experience to offer a free financial literacy course to residents aged
18 - 35 throughout the state via a program website landing page. MA community colleges
and state universities can receive access to Money Experience's Essentials curriculum by
registering as a group on the State Treasurer’s website.

● The Televerde Foundation (non-profit organization) - offers Money Experience Professional
as part of their 6-month Reentry & Professional Development program for women
transitioning out of incarceration. The program covers personal growth and self-reflection
through The Change Companies “Getting It Right” series, which includes financial literacy
from Money Experience and professional development delivered by second-year MBA
students at Arizona State University. Televerde graduate’s three-year recidivism rate is 5.4%,
which is 91% lower than the national three-year recidivism rate.
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● East Hartford Public Schools (educational institution) - uses grants awarded to sponsor the
program to offer Essentials in both the middle and high school. Programs are run in a
classroom setting with a limited number of facilitator hours. The success of their initial
program has led to an immediate expansion of their program.

● Urban League (nonprofit organization) - the Urban League of Racine and Kenosha uses
Money Experience Pro and Essentials to help accomplish their mission of empowering
people in underserved communities to achieve financial stability and increase their quality
of life. Pro and Essentials are offered in an in-person workshop setting, titled Urban Money
Experience.

Conclusion
Based on the data provided in the results section and Survey Response Data Detail, Money
Experience continues to succeed in its mission to create financial education programs that increase
understanding of big financial concepts while engaging with a wide variety of participants on an
individualized level. The results and outcomes of this case study have proven to be consistent with
those of the 2021 case study, demonstrating that the Essentials and Professional programs are
highly effective and engaging and fit the needs of all major organizations offering financial literacy
programs. This positive outcome has led to many new engagements across the US with sponsors
serving participants of all socio-economic backgrounds, as well as large partnerships with state
organizations, such as the Massachusetts Office of Economic Empowerment.
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Survey Response Data Detail
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